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Dear editor,

Arc consistency (AC) [1] is currently the most popular lo-

cal consistency for solving constraint satisfaction problems

(CSP). To solve CSPs more efficiently, extensive work [2–4]

has been done to find local consistencies that perform better

than AC. Efforts have primarily been focused on consisten-

cies that are stronger than AC. Even though a stronger con-

sistency is able to eliminate more inconsistent values than

AC, enforcing a stronger consistency is more expensive. It

is never easy to determine the optimal tradeoff between a

consistency’s pruning ability and its propagation cost. In

recent years, numerous stronger local consistencies, such as

max-restricted path consistency (maxRPC) [2], partition-

one-ac (POAC) [3], neighborhood singleton arc consistency

(NSAC) and restricted NSAC (RNSAC) [4] have been shown

to be competitive with AC. These stronger consistencies

have been shown to outperform AC on a number of prob-

lems.

In this study, we explore a different direction compared

with the existing studies. Instead of investigating strong

consistencies, we revisit the efficacy of weak consistencies.

First, we propose algorithms based on bitwise operations so

as to boost the efficiency of propagation. Then, we propose

a stronger version of forward checking consistency (FCC),

called enhanced forward checking consistency (EFCC), the

pruning ability of which lies between those of FCC’s and

AC’s. In the propagation triggered by the instantiation of

(xi, a), unlike FCC, which merely eliminates values from

variables directly constrained by xi, EFCC eliminates any

values that should be eliminated via the process of enforcing

arc consistency on the sub-network P|xi=a. The proposed

EFCC algorithm has the same time complexity as FCC. Our

extensive experiments on various types of problems show

that the search algorithms FCbit and EFCbit, maintaining

FCC and EFCC, respectively, can outperform AC3bit and

other stronger consistency algorithms in a fairly large num-

ber of instances. These results should inspire researchers to

revisit the efficacy of weak consistencies.

Additional information. First, we propose a new consis-

tency called enhanced forward checking consistency. Then,

we briefly analyze its pruning strength. A lack of space pre-

cludes discussing constraint satisfying problems (CSPs) in

detail; however, the basic related concepts are found in [5].

Given a constraint network P = 〈X , D, C〉 and a value a

in D(xi) for some xi ∈ X , we use AC(P|xi=a) to denote

the procedure of restricting D(xi) to {a} and then applying

arc consistency to P|xi=a. The set of values eliminated via

this procedure is denoted on EAC(P|xi=a) (for simplicity, the

shorter form of EAC(xi,a)
is adopted hereafter).

Definition 1 (Enhanced forward checking consistency).

Given a constraint network P = 〈X ,D, C〉, P|I denotes a

sub-network that has been derived from P by an instantia-

tion I over a subset Y ⊂ X .

• A value (xj , b) is enhanced forward checking consis-

tent iff for each variable xi ∈ Y , (xj , b) 6∈ EAC(xi,I(xi))
,

where I(xi) is the instantiated value of xi.

• A variable xj is enhanced forward checking consis-

tent iff D(xj) 6= ∅ and all the values in D(xj) are enhanced

forward checking consistent.

• P|I is enhanced forward checking consistent iff all the

variables in P|I are enhanced forward checking consistent.

In other words, P|I is enhanced forward checking con-

sistent iff (i) for each variable xi ∈ Y , all the values in

EAC(xi,I(xi))
have been removed; and (ii) for each vari-

able xi ∈ X , D(xi) 6= ∅. To determine whether a network

P|I satisfies EFCC, one has to check whether the values in

EAC(xi,I(xi))
derived from the original network have been

removed from the current network.

To study the pruning ability of EFCC, the following

proposition is presented. Owing to limited space, a full and

detailed proof is provided in the Appendix.

Proposition 1. On a network with at least one variable

being instantiated, AC is strictly stronger than EFCC and

EFCC is strictly stronger than FCC.
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Here, we propose bitwise-operation based algorithms for

maintaining FCC and EFCC during a search.

For the constraint network it works on, P = 〈X , D,

C〉, the following binary representation is adopted to store

the domains and the supporting relationships between val-

ues. Each domain D(xi) is represented by a bit vector

bitDom[xi] as in [1]. bitSup[xi][a][xj] records all the val-

ues supporting (xi, a) in D(xj). At each level k of the

search tree, the variable domains are recorded in an array

bitDomAtLevel[k]. At the beginning, i.e., at level 0 of the

search tree, bitDomAtLevel[k] represents all the values in D

and every bit in bitDomAtLevel[k] is set to 1 because no val-

ues have been removed yet. Next, we illustrate how FCbit

applies FCC propagation after an instantiation.

After an instantiation of (xi, a) at level k, FC removes

all the values that are arc inconsistent with (xi, a) from the

domains of the variables neighboring xi. To realize the prop-

agation, as described in Algorithm 1, FCbit simply operates

bitwise And operations between bitDomAtLevel[k − 1] and

the vectors representing the values that are arc consistent

with (xi, a). The logical And result is stored in bitDo-

mAtLevel of the current level (line 4). If the propagation

succeeds, the index of currentLevel moves to the next level.

Algorithm 1 FCbit/EFCbit(xi, a)

1: k ⇐ currentLevel;

/* If the algorithm is FCbit */

2: for each variable xj constrained by xi do

/* If the algorithm is EFCbit */

3: for each variable xj ∈ X do

4: bitDomAtLevel[k][xj] ⇐ bitSup[xi][a][xj] &

bitDomAtLevel[k− 1][xj ];

5: if bitDomAtLevel[k][xj] = 0 then

6: return false;

7: end if

8: end for

9: currentLevel ⇐ currentLevel + 1;

10: return true;

Next, we illustrate how to adjust FCbit to EFCbit,

which is the search algorithm maintaining EFCC during the

search. Unlike FCbit, which uses bitSup[xi][a][xj] to repre-

sent which values are arc consistent with (xi, a), EFCbit uses

bitSup[xi][a][xj] to indicate whether the values of xj survive

the check AC(P|xi=a) or not (i.e., to indicate whether the

values belong to EAC(xi,a)
).

EFCbit first employs a preprocessing procedure to gener-

ate EAC(xi,a)
for each value (xi, a) by running AC(P|xi=a)

for each (xi, a). For a variable constrained by xi, if a value

(xj , b) belongs to EAC(xi,a)
, then the corresponding bit of

(xj , b) in bitSup[xi][a][xj] will be set to 0. Recall that EFCC

is defined not only over variables constrained by xi but also

at the scope of the entire sub-network P|xi=a. For any vari-

able xk not directly constrained by xi, EFCbit also creates

a bit array bitSup[xi][a][xk] to record the values of xk that

pass the check AC(P|xi=a). Note that the preprocessing

step does not involve establishing singleton arc consistency

(SAC) in Pbut running AC(P|xi=a) once for each value (xi,

a) in P. If AC(P|xi=a) fails, the value will be deleted prior

to the search. With all the bitSups, we run Algorithm 1

to establish EFCC after each assignment. The difference is

that FCbit only checks variables directly constrained by xi,

while EFCbit checks all the variables.

Proposition 2. In a network with at least one variable

being instantiated, AC is strictly stronger than EFCC and

EFCC is strictly stronger than FCC.

Proposition 3. The space complexity of FCbit is O(n2d

+ ed2), where n, e, and d are the number of variables, num-

ber of constraints and maximum domain size, respectively.

The proofs of the above propositions are provided in the

Appendix.

Because EFCbit uses the same propagation algorithm as

FCbit, the propagation time complexity of EFCbit is the

same as that of FCbit, which is O(nd). As for the space

complexity, EFCbit requires O(n2d2) space for the bitsup

arrays (because it maintains a bitSup for each pair of vari-

ables) and requires the same space for the bitDomAtLevel

arrays as FCbit; therefore, the space complexity of EFCbit

is O(n2d2).

Experimental details. We evaluated the performances

of FCC and EFCC by comparing the search algorithms

FCbit and EFCbit with AC3bit [1], lMaxRPCbit [2] and

rRPC3 [6], which have stronger consistencies. To give read-

ers a straightforward impression of the efficacies of the dif-

ferent local consistencies, we first evaluate the search algo-

rithms using two common heuristics: dom and dom/wdeg.

To provide a comprehensive evaluation, we sampled vari-

ous CSPs from the XCSP3 website [7], including synthetic

as well as and real-world problems. More than 1700 test

instances were tested.

The runtime results are visualized in an intuitive way in

Figure 1, which shows a cactus plot giving the number of

instances solved per algorithm as the time limit increases,

excluding the instances for which all the algorithms were

over the time limit. As the x-axis value increases, i.e., as

the problems become harder, FCbit and EFCbit solve more

instances for any given time limit, with EFCbit performing

the best.
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Figure 1 Percentage of instances solved per algorithm as the

time allowed increases (cactus plot).

Even though it is already well known that arc consis-

tency does not always work well, we are still excited to see

that by adopting bitwise operations, FCC and EFCC out-

perform AC for many problems. This illustrates the po-

tential of FCC/EFCC, thereby encouraging future work ex-

ploiting other consistencies weaker than AC. Please note

that we are not claiming that FCbit and EFCbit are the

most efficient CSP-solving techniques. Instead, we want to

inspire an open-minded revisiting of local consistencies that

are weaker than AC; we should reexamine their efficacies

and exploit them if reasonable.

Conclusion. Extensive research has been conducted to-

wards applying stronger consistencies to achieve a better

performance than AC. In this study, we illustrated the fea-

sibility approaching the topic from the opposite direction by

revisiting classic forward checking. We proposed an FCbit

algorithm that uses bitwise operations to decrease the prop-

agation cost. In addition, to improve the pruning ability

of forward checking consistency, we propose a stronger ver-

sion, enhanced forward checking consistency. Our algorithm
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for maintaining EFCC during a search, EFCbit, is able to

retain the same time complexity of propagation as FCbit’s.

Extensive experiments show that both FCbit and EFCbit

outperform stronger consistencies on most of the problems

we tested; this sufficiently illustrates the potential of exploit-

ing weaker consistencies.
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